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1. Introduction  

1.1 Why we use GeoMasker? 

Since 1996, the United Stated Congress passed the important privacy 

protection law, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and 

the law would be taken effect in 2003 (U.S. Government Printing Office 1996). 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services also declared the corresponding 

guidelines for protecting the usage of public health information in 2003 (Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention 2003) which listed the types of public health 

information and the requirements before using the information. To respect the 

importance of health data privacy is an inevitable trend around the world (Lawlor 

and Stone 2001; Verschuuren et al. 2008). Personal privacy information including 

those can recognize a person such as name, ID, gender, medical and disease 

records and the locations are taken seriously in recent years. However, the 

human-related researches need the spatial and temporal information such as the 

location of the studied subjects or the patients for further epidemiological studies. 

Some of the personal information such as disease records can be protected by 

removing the ID and name, but the spatial information is difficult to remove 

because the geo-coordinates can help identify the diseases’ clusters and the 

distribution of specific subjects in the real world. Removing the location 

information will cause the inference difficulties and unable to control the 

individual’s risk factors. However, the retention of spatial information runs the 

risk to disclose the personal information because that the location information in 

studies mostly are the residents’ locations. By cross-comparing different 

information, it is possible to know who the people are. Therefore, how to maintain 

the spatial characteristics such as distributions and clusters and avoid revealing the 

actual locations has become the most important issue for space-related studies. As 

a result, the GeoMasker has been developed to provide five geo-masking methods 

for the users to protect their spatial privacy.   
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1.2 Overview of methods 

GeoMasker provides methods avoiding revealing the information of actual 

location by masking the data points under the condition that the shifted data points 

still maintain the spatial characteristics. Five methods of GeoMasker are described 

as following: 

Affine method: User gives the specific length of radius (r) and the angle (θ). 

Shifting distance can be calculated according to the following equation and the 

principle of Affine method is presented in Figure 1: 

X , Y X ∆X, Y ∆Y  

																																					 X r cosθ	, Y r sinθ  

 

Figure 1 The principle of Affine method. 

 

Shifting method: User gives the specific shifted magnitude of X-coordinate 

and Y-coordinate, (ΔX, ΔY). The new coordinate (X’,Y’) can be described as 

following equation: 

X , Y X ∆X, Y ∆Y  

(X,Y) means the original location of data points. All the data point shifts the 

same magnitude of X-coordinate and Y-coordinate (ΔX, ΔY) in shifting method. 

Figure 2 presents the principle of shifting method. 
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Figure 2 The principle of shifting method. 

  

Donut method: Principle of donut method is similar to affine method and is 

shown in Figure 3. But the length of radius (r’) of donut method is randomly 

selected between the maximum and minimum given by user. And the angle (θ’) is 

randomly selected in the range of 0o to 360o. The new coordinate (X’,Y’) can be 

described as following equation: 

X , Y X ∆X, Y ∆Y X r′ cosθ′	, Y r′ sinθ′  

 

Figure 3 the principle of donut method. 

 

Neighbors: The idea of Neighbors method is to find the closet and similar 

neighboring polygon. The spatial relationship among polygons was defined as the 

boundary adjoining. The definition of the similarity based on the smallest 

attribute’s difference such as population or population density between the 

original polygon and the neighboring polygons. Then, each point was randomly 

projected on the corresponding selected polygon.  
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Aggregation: The aggregation method proposed here unlike traditional 

aggregation into administrative units such as census tracts, townships or cities. 

The users can create the user-defined fishnet like polygons and aggregated the 

cases into these polygons. The users will need to define the number of squared 

cells in x-axis of the layer’s extent. Then, the algorithm will partition the x-axis 

width into the defined number of Nx cells. After the width of each cell is 

determined, the algorithm used it to partition the y-axis into Ny cells. After all, the 

total number of polygons is Nx* Ny. Finally, the spatial join function was used to 

aggregate the number of cases into the created small polygons. 

 

2. Uses of GeoMasker 

GeoMasker can be used in the human-related spatial data.  

For data providers, in order not to reveal the actual location of cases, data 

providers can utilize GeoMasker to hide the information of cases but still maintain 

the spatial characteristics. 

For researchers, it is important to hide the information about cases before 

publishing in the paper because that some studies may involve some sensitive 

information such as specific disease infections which might cause stigma or 

disturbance on the cases. 

In order to protect the personal privacies, the spatial information can be 

shifted by GeoMasker before or after advanced spatial analysis. User can also 

examine the results shifted by GeoMasker reporting function and decide whether 

the method is suitable or not.  
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3. Installation of GeoMasker 

GeoMasker can be installed in ESRI ArcGIS 10 as a tool in toolbox. The 

installation steps are as following: 

Step1. Download the GeoMasker package to PC. 

Step2. Run ArcGIS 10 and open ArcGIS toolbox. Right-click on blank area 

of the ArcGIS toolbox, then choose “Add Toolbox” shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Steps of opening AcrToolbox and “Add toolbox”. 

Step3. Choose the pathway of GeoMasker file downloaded in Step1. and 

then select Geomask_10_beta_v1.1.tbx of “\Geogmask\ 

Geomask_10_beta_v1.1.tbx” shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Pathway of Geomask_10_beta_v1.1.tbx file. 

Step4. Finish the installation steps. ArcGIS toolbox will add 

Geomask_10_beta_v1.1 tool in user’s ArcGIS 10. Figure 6 shows the successful 

installation of GeoMasker. 
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Figure 6 Successful installation of GeoMasker in ArcGIS 10. 

Different kinds of GeoMasker tool box will be introduced in user guide 

subsequently. 
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4. Introduction of GeoMasker toolbox- non- barrier 

Barrier in GeoMasker means areas that the data points should not be shifted 

to. Barriers can be sea, leak, park which normally people do not live in or stay in. 

It is unreasonable that the original locations of data points are shifted to those 

areas. In GeoMasker, user can select whether to use the barrier or non-barrier tool 

box based on their demands and data format. 

4.1 Non-barrier tool box – Affine method 

Affine method rotates and shifts the original location of data points to new 

location to achieve the effect of hiding the original data points. All the data points 

in Affine method will be rotated the same angle and shifted the same length of 

radius. If new location of data point is out of boundary, the new data point will 

automatically be rotated randomly- selected angle from 0o to 360o and shifted to 

the user defined radius when the out of boundary events occurred. The user 

interface of Affine method is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 User interface of Affine method in no-barrier tool box. 

original points: Data point with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

base polygon: The boundary that data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide extent of boundary which 
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contains all the data points. The boundary must be a polygon and saved as a .shp 

file. 

affine radius: Setting the length of radius used in Affine method. Too large length 

of radius may cause GeoMasker stop functioning. 

affine theta: Inputting integers from 0 to 360 represents the angle from 0o to 360o. 

out boundary affine radius: Setting the radius for those data points which are out 

of boundary after first rotated by GeoMasker to be rotated again. 

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

Figure 8 shows the example of data points with corresponding columns of 

x-coordinate and y-coordinate in attribute table. Example of boundary is shown in 

Figure 9. Both the original data point and boundary information must be saved 

as .shp file. 

 

Figure 8 Example of data points. 

 

Figure 9 Example of boundary. [base polygon]. 
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4.2 Non-barrier tool box – Shifting method 

Shifting method shifts the original location of data points to new locations to 

achieve the effect of hiding the original data points. All the data points in Shifting 

method will be shifted the same distance which given by user in x-axis and y-axis. 

If new location of data point is out of boundary, the new data point will 

automatically be rotated randomly- selected angle from 0o to 360o and shifted to 

the user defined radius when the out of boundary events occurred. The user 

interface of Shifting method is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 User interface of Shifting method in no-barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide extent of boundary which 

contains all the data points. The boundary must be polygon and saved as a .shp 

file. 

x shifting: Setting the value of shifting distance in x-axis. 

y shifting: Setting the value of shifting distance in y-axis. 

out boundary affine radius: Setting the radius for those data points which are out 

of boundary after first rotated by GeoMasker to be rotated again. 
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output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

Forms of data points and boundary information are the same as examples 

mentioned in Affine method which are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

4.3 Non-barrier tool box – Donut method 

Donut method rotates and shifts the original location of data points to new 

location to achieve the effect of hiding the original data points. Different from 

Affine method, Donut method rotates angle which is randomly selected in the 

range of 0o to 360o, so user doesn’t have to set the angle value in Donut method. 

The radius in Donut method is different from Affine method, too. User has to 

provide maximum and minimum of radius, then the radius will be randomly 

selected a value between the maximum and minimum as the radius value. The 

user interface of Donut method is shown in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11 User interface of Donut method in no-barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate in attribute table. 

base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide range of boundary which 

contains all the data points. The boundary must be a polygon and saved as a .shp 
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file. 

inner ring: the minimum of radius that a data point should be shifted. 

outer ring: the maximum of radius that a data point should be shifted. 

pop density: The users need to use spatial join function to link the point data with 

the corresponding population density. 

pop threshold: If the population density was below the threshold (defined here), 

the minimum and the maximum distance was need to specify below. If there was 

no threshold, please type “0” here. 

inner ring2: the minimum of radius that a data point should be shifted when the 

points with the population density below the pre-defined threshold. If there was no 

threshold, please type “0” here. 

outer ring2: the maximum of radius that a data point should be shifted when the 

points with the population density below the pre-defined threshold. If there was no 

threshold, please type “0” here. 

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points.  

The format of data points is shown below including the density attribute.  

 

Figure 12 Data format in Donut method 
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4.4 Neighbor method 

Neighbor method considers the characteristics such as the population density 

of the boundary map of data point as barrier. The main consideration is that 

population density is different between areas. If data points are just shifted without 

any restriction, it will probably change the characteristics of boundary area such 

as the density of population in different area and it will be easy to guess that the 

data points are dealt with some processes. In such case, Neighbor method 

calculates the neighbor matrix of original data points and finds out the most 

similar neighbor area. Original data points are randomly moved to the most 

similar neighbor area to achieve the effect of hiding the original data points. The 

user interface of Neighbor method is shown in Figure 13. 

  

 
Figure 14 User interface of Neighbor method in barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate in attribute table. 

xcoor: x coordinate of each data point. In GeoMasker, user can select column as 

x-coordinate in attribute table. 

ycoor: y coordinate of each data point. In GeoMasker, user can select column as 

y-coordinate in attribute table. 

base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. The 

boundary must be a polygon and saved as a shp file. Different from other methods 
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mentioned above, ID code of different area and the density information of the 

boundary map which is used in Neighbor method should be built firstly by user. 

The example of boundary map of Neighbor method is shown as Figure 15. 

density：The densities of different areas in boundary map. User can select the 

column of density information in the attribute table of base polygon .shp. 

polygon for SWM：Polygon .shp file used to create spatial weight matrix. Usually 

the same as boundary map.  

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

 

Figure 16 Example of original point data.  
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Figure 17 Example of boundary map of Neighbor map. Data column is the density 

information of different areas. 
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5. Introduction of GeoMasker toolbox- barrier 

In barrier tool box, the principle of rotating and shifting method are the same 

as non-barrier tool box. Only one thing is different is that additional barrier should 

be considered in barrier tool box. Not only should the boundary of all data points 

but also other barrier such as sea, leak and park be considered and set by user. 

5.1 Barrier tool box – Affine method 

Principle of Affine method in barrier tool box is the same as in non-barrier 

tool box. But in barrier tool box, user has to provide the barrier condition. The 

user interface of Affine method is shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 19 User interface of Affine method in barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide extent of boundary which 

contains all the data points. The boundary must be a polygon and saved as a .shp 

file. 
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barrier: Setting the area that new points won't be inside. The barrier must be a 

polygon and saved as a .shp file. 

affine radius: Setting the radius which used in Affine method. Too large length of 

radius may cause GeoMasker stop functioning. 

affine theta: Inputting integers from 0 to 360 which represent the angle from 0o to 

360o. 

out boundary affine radius: Setting the radius for those data points which are out 

of boundary after first rotate by GeoMasker to rotate again. 

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

Data points and boundary information are the same as examples mentioned 

in Affine method in non-barrier tool box which are shown as Figure 8 and Figure 

9. The example of barrier is shown in Figure 20, green area are the barriers in the 

map.  
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Figure 21 Example of barrier. 

 

5.2 Barrier tool box – Shifting method 

Principle of Shifting method in barrier tool box is the same as in non-barrier 

tool box. But in barrier tool box, user has to provide the barrier condition. The 

user interface of Shifting method is shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 23 User interface of Shifting method in barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide extent of boundary which 

contains all the data points. The boundary must be polygon and saved as a .shp 

file. 
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barrier: Setting the area that new points won't be inside. The barrier must be a 

polygon and saved as a .shp file. Example of barrier is the same as Figure 24. 

x shifting: Setting the value of shifting distance in x direction. 

y shifting: Setting the value of shifting distance in y direction. 

Out boundary affine radius: Setting the radius for those data points which are 

out of boundary after first rotate by GeoMasker to rotate again. 

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

Data points and boundary information are the same as examples mentioned 

in Affine method which are shown as Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

 

5.3 Barrier tool box – Donut method 

Principle of Donut method in barrier tool box is the same as in non-barrier 

tool box. But in barrier tool box, user has to provide the barrier condition. The 

user interface of Donut method is shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 26 User interface of Donut method in barrier tool box. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate in attribute table. 
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base polygon: The boundary that all the data points should be inside. If there is no 

specific boundary, user will have to create a wide extent of boundary which 

contains all the data points. The boundary must be a polygon and saved as a .shp 

file. 

barrier: Setting the area that new points won't be inside. The barrier must be a 

polygon and saved as a .shp file. Example of barrier us the same as Figure 21. 

pop density: The users need to use spatial join function to link the point data with 

the corresponding population density. 

pop threshold: If the population density was below the threshold (defined here), 

the minimum and the maximum distance was need to specify below. If there was 

no threshold, please type “0” here. 

inner ring2: the minimum of radius that a data point should be shifted when the 

points with the population density below the pre-defined threshold. If there was no 

threshold, please type “0” here. 

outer ring2: the maximum of radius that a data point should be shifted when the 

points with the population density below the pre-defined threshold. If there was no 

threshold, please type “0” here. 

output: Setting the pathway of user’s output data points. 

The format of data points is shown below including the density attribute 

(Figure 12).  

 

5.4 Fishnet method 

Different from methods mentioned above, Fishnet utilizes the grids to hide 

the actual location of original points. The user interface of Fishnet method is 

shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 28 User interface of Fishnet method. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

x cell number: Setting the number of cell in x-axis. 

output: Setting the pathway of user output data points. 
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6. Examine the results GeoMasker 

For different types of geomasking methods, it is important to examine the 

results of those methods because that the results will be used to conduct advanced 

analysis or may be published. If the results are significantly different from the 

original data points and the new data points lose the original geographical feature, 

results dealt with GeoMasker will be not suitable to conduct advanced analysis 

and will be easy to guess that the data points are dealt with some processes. 

Therefore, GeoMasker provides some methods to examine the shifts of data points 

whether to meet the demand of users or not. 

6.1 Report 

Report utilizes the characteristics such as the population density of the 

boundary map to compare the difference between after shifting and before shifting. 

The user interface of Report is shown as Figure 29. 

 

Figure 30 user interface of Report 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate in attribute table. 

xcoor: X coordinate of each data point. In GeoMasker, user can select column as 

x-coordinate in attribute table. 
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ycoor: Y coordinate of each data point. In GeoMasker, user can select column as 

y-coordinate in attribute table. 

new points: The shp file which contains the moved new data points dealt by 

Affine method, Shifting method, Donut method, and Neighbor method. 

new xcoor: x coordinate of new points in the new point shp file. User can select 

the column which represents the x-coordinate of new data points. 

new ycoor: y coordinate of new points in the new point shp file. User can select 

the column which represents the y-coordinate of new data points. 

base polygon: The boundary that data point should be inside. The boundary must 

be a polygon and saved as a shp file. ID code of different area and the density 

information of the boundary map which is used in Report should be built first by 

user. The example of boundary map of Report is shown the same as Figure 15. 

density：The densities of different areas in boundary map. User can select the 

column of density information in the attribute table of base polygon shp. Density 

can help user to test the GeoMasker result. 

output feature: Setting the pathway of user output data points. 

 

6.2 FastReport 

FastReport considers that user may want to compare the difference between 

after shifting and before shifting by not only one characteristic. The user interface 

of Report is shown as Figure 31. 
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Figure 32 user interface of FastReport. 

original points: Data points with x-coordinate and y-coordinate. 

new points: The .shp file which contains the moved new data points dealt by 

Affine method, Shifting method, Donut method, and Neighbor method. 

base polygon: The boundary that data point should be inside. The boundary must 

be a polygon and saved as a .shp file. ID code of different area and the density 

information of the boundary map which is used in Report should be built first by 

user. The example of boundary map of Report is shown the same as Figure 17. 

output feature: Setting the pathway of user output data points. 
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7. Training exercise 

7.1 Non-Barrier tool box- Affine method, shifting method and Donut method 

The following section offer example of Affine method, Shifting method, 

Donut method and Neighbor of non-barrier tool box of GeoMasker. Users can, on 

their own, follow the steps outlined in example to better understand the 

GeoMasker process and the interaction of the components described in the User’s 

Guide. All of three methods are demonstrated with the same example original 

point data, “random_samples.shp”, and the same base polygon, “kaocity.shp”. 

Two kinds of example data are shown as following: 

 

Figure 33 Attribute table of random_samples.shp. 

 
Figure 34 Attribute table of kaocity.shp. 
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Different settings of three methods are shown as following table, after setting 

the parameters user can push the bottom “OK” to run the GeoMasker. 

 

Affine method Shifting method Donut method 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp 

affine radius: 1000 

affine theta: 45 

out boundary  

affine radius: 1000 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp

X shifting: 2000 

Y shifting: 0 

out boundary  

affine radius: 2000 

original points:  

random_sample.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp

Inner ring: 1000 

Outer ring: 2000 

 

Different methods can cause different shift of original data point shown as Figure 

35, Figure 36 and Figure 37. The bigger points are the original data points and the 

smaller points are the shifted new data points. 

 

Figure 35 Result of Affine method of non-barrier tool box. 
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Figure 36 Result of Shifting method of non-barrier tool box. 

 
Figure 37 Result of Donut method of non-barrier tool box. 
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7.2 Barrier tool box- Affine method, shifting method and Donut method 

This section offers examples of Affine method, shifting method and donut 

method of barrier tool box of GeoMasker. All of three methods are demonstrated 

with the same example original point data, “random_samples.shp”, and the same 

base polygon, “kaocity.shp”. Two example data are shown as Figure 33 and Figure 

34. Example of barrier, “parks_lakes_dissolved.shp” is shown in Figure 38: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38 Example of barrier -Parks_lakes_dissolved.shp and corresponding attribute 

table. 
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Different settings of three methods are shown as following table, after setting 

the parameters user can push the bottom “OK” to run the GeoMasker. 

 

Affine method Shifting method Donut method 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp 

barrier: 

parks_lakes_dissolved.shp 

affine radius: 1000 

affine theta: 45 

out boundary  

affine radius: 1000 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp

barrier: 

parks_lakes_dissolved.shp

X shifting: 2000 

Y shifting: 0 

out boundary  

affine radius: 2000 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

base polygon: kaocity.shp

barrier: 

parks_lakes_dissolved.shp

Inner ring: 1000 

Outer ring: 2000 

 

Different methods can cause different shifts of original data point shown as 

Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41. The bigger points are the original data points 

and the smaller points are the shifted new data points. 

 
Figure 39 Result of Affine method of barrier tool box. 
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Figure 40 Result of Shifting method of barrier tool box. 

 

Figure 41 Result of Donut method of barrier tool box. 
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7.3 Non-Barrier tool box- Neighbor method 

This section offers examples of Neighbor method of non-barrier tool box of 

GeoMasker demonstrated with the example original point data, 

“random_samples.shp”, and base polygon, “KH_Town.shp”. Example original 

point data is shown as Figure 33. But the base polygon, KH_Town.shp , should 

add a new column, ID, which is the same as column, FID, which is shown in 

Figure 42: 

 
Figure 42 Attribute table of KH_town.shp. 

Setting parameters are shown in Figure 43. User should select the data of 

polygon for SWM in the folder of user’s PC. After setting the parameters, user can 

push the bottom “OK” to run the GeoMasker. 
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Figure 43 Example of setting parameters of Neighbor method. 

The result of Neighbor method is shown in Figure 44. The bigger points are 

the original data points and the smaller points are the shifted new data points. 

Original data points are moved to the most similar neighbor. 

 

Figure 44 Example of result of Neighbor.  
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7.4 Fishnet method 

This section offers examples of Fishnet method of GeoMasker demonstrated 

with the example original point data, “random_samples.shp” shown as Figure 33. 

Different from other methods, Fishnet doesn’t need the base polygon. User can 

choose the cell number to determine the grid number of X-axis. In the example, 

the cell number is chosen as 50.  

 

Figure 45 Example of setting parameters of Fishnet method. 

The result of Fishnet method is shown in Figure 46. “Join_Count” column in 

attribute table of this shp file records the number of original data points contained in 

each grid.  
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Figure 46 Example of result of Fishnet method. 

 

7.5 Report 

The following section offer example of Report method tool box of 

GeoMasker. Users can, on their own, follow the steps outlined in example to 

better understand the GeoMasker process and the interaction of the components 

described in the User’s Guide. One method is demonstrated with the same 

example original point data, “random_samples.shp”, and the same base polygon, 

“kaocity.shp”. Two kinds of example data are shown as following: 
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Figure 47 Attribute table of random_samples.shp. 

 
Figure 48 Attribute table of kaocity.shp. 

Different settings of one method is shown as following table, after setting the 

parameters user can push the bottom “OK” to run the GeoMasker. 

 

Report method 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

xcoor: x 

ycoor: y 

new points: 

affine100_60.shp 

new xcoor: x 

new ycoor: y 

base polygon: kaocity.shp

density: CENSUS 
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Output is a Attribute table presented in a way,Attribute table Join point layer 

after processing,ori_den: population density value represents the original point 

where the layers,new_den: represents a new point where the layers of the 

population density. 

The statements provided to the users for their reference. 

 
Figure 49 Attribute table of random_samples.shp. 
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7.6 Fast Report 

The following section offer example of Report method tool box of 

GeoMasker. Users can, on their own, follow the steps outlined in example to 

better understand the GeoMasker process and the interaction of the components 

described in the User’s Guide. One method is demonstrated with the same 

example original point data, “random_samples.shp”, and the same base polygon, 

“kaocity.shp”. Two kinds of example data are shown as following: 

 

Figure 50 Attribute table of random_samples.shp. 

 
Figure 51 Attribute table of kaocity.shp. 

Different settings of one method is shown as following table, after setting the 

parameters user can push the bottom “OK” to run the GeoMasker. 
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Fast Report method 

original points:  

random_samples.shp 

new points: 

base polygon: village.shp

output feature: 

report1.shp 

 

 

Figure 52 Table of Contents report1.shp. 

The output is a new point: report1.shp, focus in the Attribute table, Figure 43, 

the correspond to to the field data name of the new point multi-an increase of ”_1”. 

For example, density and density_1, represent the point of origin and the point 

corresponding to the population density values. There many corresponds to the 

field data, not just users only from a single field view GeoMask results. 
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Figure 53 Attribute table of report1.shp. 

 

 

 


